
Education & Training
2021 NEW FIRM ELEMENT COURSE CALENDAR

We have chosen the following new courses for 2021 based on a review of regulatory activities, market demand, and 
client requests and feedback. Client input might further refine some titles, descriptions, and length. Please note that 
some planned courses will be published after rules are passed.* 

First Quarter

 y 2021 Anti-Money Laundering Update (35AU21)

 y 2021 Supervision Update (22AU21)

 y 2021 Municipal Securities Update (100AMST21)

 y Rule 2010 Enforcement Review: Ethical Standards (Coming soon)

 y Anti-Money Laundering – Current Issues (Coming soon)

Second Quarter

 y Anti-Money Laundering – Compliance & Regulatory Issues 

 y Remote Office Compliance & Supervision – Broker-Dealer 

 y Environmental, Social & Governance (ESG) Investing

Third Quarter

 y Cryptocurrencies & Digital Assets

 y Due Diligence 

 y Complex Products & the Fiduciary Standard

Proposed Fourth Quarter 

 y IA – Remote Office Compliance & Supervision

 y IA – Outside Business Activities & Personal Trading

 y IA – Anti-Money Laundering Red Flags

*On Hold

The following courses are currently on hold pending developments resulting from the January 20, 2021 Regulatory 
Freeze Pending Review Memorandum. This Memorandum directs freezing the rulemaking process for any new 
or pending rules until the incoming federal agency heads have had an opportunity to review and approve the 
applicable rulemaking.

 y IA – Advertising & Solicitation Rule    

 y Department of Labor – Fiduciary Rule 
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First Quarter 

2021 Anti-Money Laundering Update (35AU21)

Probably the biggest anti-money laundering development in 2020 was the December passage of the Anti-Money 
Laundering Act of 2020 (part of the National Defense Authorization Act). This Act includes the most significant 
reforms to the Bank Secrecy Act and other AML laws since the USA PATRIOT Act of 2001. This year’s AML Update 
discusses those reforms, reviews important AML concepts by presenting enforcement cases brought against both 
firms and individuals in 2020, and includes a case study based upon an actual enforcement case.

Time:  50 Minutes

Level:  Basic to Advanced

Topics

 y AML Review

 y AML Laws & Rules for the Securities Industry

 y Minimum Standards for an AML Compliance Program

 y AML Concerns During the Coronavirus Pandemic

 y Individuals and Firms Sanctioned for AML Violations

2021 Supervision Update (22AU21) 

This Supervision Update reviews FINRA’s 2020 enforcement proceedings against individual supervisors and firms, 
discusses best practices for heightened supervision and supervising suitability, and includes a case study. After 
completing the course, you will be: Familiar with supervisory issues currently considered important to FINRA; 
Positioned to know when and how to exercise heightened supervision; and Knowledgeable about supervising sales 
of complex products.

Time:  50 Minutes

Level:  Intermediate to Advanced

Topics

 y Heightened supervision 

 y Form CRS

 y Individuals and Supervisors Fined for Failure to Supervise

 y Firms Fined for Failure to Supervise for Suitability

 y Best Practices for Supervising Sales of Complex Products

 y Case Study
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2021 Municipal Securities Update (100AMST21)

The 2021 Municipal Securities Update is intended to satisfy MSRB Rule G-3, which requires persons who “regularly 
engage in or supervise municipal securities activities”—whether or not they have direct customer contact—to 
participate in annual training on municipal securities matters. The course reviews Municipal Securities Rulemaking 
Board (MSRB) regulatory actions during the last year, including amendments to the following: Changes Rule G-19 to 
account for the adoption of Regulation Best Interest, particularly for suitability; MSRB guidance regarding regulatory 
supervision changes as well as municipal market relief efforts due to COVID-19; MSRB rules relating to MSRB 
governance; MSRB guidance on transparency in EMMA.

Time:  50 Minutes

Level:  Intermediate to Advanced

Topics

 y MSRB Rule changes

 y Impact of Regulation Best Interest

 y COVID-19 impacts

 y EMMA updates

Rule 2010 Enforcement Review: Ethical Standards (Coming soon)

This course reviews the significant FINRA enforcement actions of 2018, 2019, and 2020 against registered 
representatives and other registered persons that involve Rule 2010 regarding high standards of commercial 
conduct and just and equitable principles of trade (ethical standards).  It seeks to underscore the types of conduct 
that FINRA considers to violate those ethical standards and to clarify proper conduct.  

Time:  50 Minutes

Level:  Intermediate to Advanced Frontline RRs and Supervisory RRs on the branch level

Topics

 y Recognition of fair trade practices per FINRA and SEC

 y Conduct justifying a permanent bar from the industry

 y Fines and suspensions for conduct involving sales practices and business practices

 y Case studies & industry examples
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Anti-Money Laundering – Current Issues (Coming soon)

AML– Current Issues goes beyond the basics of anti-money laundering rules. It reveals the latest schemes used by 
money launderers and the activities that should serve as red flags, prompting financial services professionals to 
report the activity to an AML compliance officer, and ultimately to the regulators.  In addition, it identifies the latest 
FATF advisories for the countries that pose the highest risk for money laundering.

Time:  50 Minutes

Level:  Intermediate to Advanced

Topics

 y Money laundering trends

 y FinCEN Global Advisories

 y Financial Action Task Force (FATF) 

 y Case studies

Second Quarter 

AML – Compliance & Regulatory Issues

AML — Compliance & Regulatory Issues reviews the current trends in AML compliance and how firms can avoid 
regulatory problems with an appropriately designed compliance program.  The course looks at the latest FinCEN 
advisories related to AML sanctions and highlights AML program deficiencies as well as SEC and FINRA Exam 
Findings and Priorities reports.  An interactive case scenario further solidifies real-life issues that can challenge AML 
compliance.

Time:  50 Minutes

Level:  Intermediate to Advanced

Topics

 y Information sharing guidance

 y Due diligence rules for charities, nonprofits, and PEPs

 y Private equity AML concerns

 y CDD FAQs

 y COVID pandemic fraud

 y Current regulatory focus on AML compliance

 y Case studies
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Remote Branch Compliance & Supervision – Broker-Dealer

With the onset of the COVID-19 pandemic, remote office locations have become not only necessary, but a mainstream 
way of doing business in a post-COVID era. This course covers the FINRA rules related to compliance obligations 
of remote office locations for compliance personnel and registered representatives (RRs). The course discusses 
some of the high-risk activities known by regulators that remote employees present. It identifies surveillance and 
supervisory activities that can help a firm and its RRs meet regulatory requirements and prevent violations. The 
course details FINRA’s account of deficiencies found during the 2020 examination of broker-dealers and their remote 
office activities.  Finally, the course discusses ways in which policies, procedures, and reports are used to supervise 
RRs and create a culture of compliance by identifying patterns and trends that pose a risk to the firm and its clients.

Time:  50 Minutes

Level:  Basic to Intermediate

Topics

 y FINRA supervisory rules as they relate to remote offices

 y Required inspections of remote office locations

 y Ongoing surveillance of remote office locations

 y Regulatory concerns regarding remote office locations

 y Best practices learned from COVID

Environmental, Social & Governance (ESG) Investing

In the ever-evolving development of social awareness, shareholders are increasingly investing based on a company’s 
positive social impact and its environmental, social, and governance (ESG) profiles.  Many believe a higher ESG 
rating equals a competitive advantage and will result in higher returns for the company, while others believe this 
strategy will place the socially aware investor at a restricted disadvantage. The DOL has adopted rule amendments 
to address ESG investing for accounts subject to ERISA rules. The rule amendments are in response to heighted 
concerns by the DOL and cautions fiduciaries against being too hasty in their recommendations of ESG-themed 
funds. This course will discuss the regulatory concerns surrounding ESG investments and the proper way to analyze 
and disclose an ESG recommendation.

Time:  50 Minutes

Level:  Basic to Intermediate

Proposed:  Q2 

Topics

 y ESG risks

 y Definition of “pecuniary factor”

 y DOL tie-breaker test
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Third Quarter 

Cryptocurrencies & Digital Assets

Cryptocurrencies & Digital Assets are among some of the hottest regulatory issues, and it’s only going to get hotter 
as these instruments continue with their quest for SEC registration.  In addition to various investor warnings issued 
by both the SEC and FINRA, FINRA has requested that firms keep their regulatory coordinator informed of activities 
related to digital assets. Cryptocurrencies & Digital Assets discusses how digital assets have been classified and the 
rules that currently govern them. Although digital assets themselves are not yet regulated by securities regulators, 
securities professionals and their activities in digital assets are.  Therefore, this course will discuss the regulatory 
concerns surrounding the intersection of securities professionals and digital assets.

Time:  50 Minutes

Level:  Basic to Intermediate

Topics

 y Cryptocurrency basics and regulatory classification

 y SEC and FINRA exam priorities and findings

 y Cryptocurrencies as outside business activities

 y Cryptocurrencies in personal trading

Due Diligence Requirements

In an ever-changing economic environment, firms, advisers, and representatives continue to seek new ways of 
meeting client needs and demands — whether by providing higher returns coupled with lower risks, keeping up with 
the latest investment trends, or responding to changes in the regulatory and financial landscape.  Many times, that 
search leads to the use of new products that the firm has never offered. Due Diligence defines the characteristics of 
a new product and provides an overview of the due diligence process that should take place when a new product 
is introduced.  

Time:  50 Minutes

Level:  Intermediate to Advanced

Topics

 y Definition of a new product

 y Regulatory concerns regarding new products

 y Precautionary measures for new products

 y Follow-up and review of new product activities

 y How to gather and analyze information

 y Third-party funds and custody partners

 y Third-party due diligence and monitoring
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Complex Products & the Fiduciary Standard

Complex Products & the Fiduciary Standard looks at the various features and factors that could characterize an 
investment product as “complex.”  The course reviews the Fiduciary Standard “Duty of Care” obligation, emphasizing 
an advisory client’s risk tolerance and financial ability, and describes a variety of complex products and the regulatory 
concerns that firms and advisers should be aware of when recommending these products to clients. This course 
will equip the learner to discuss the risks and educate potential investors about the unique features of complex 
products, derivatives, and nonconventional investments.

Time:  50 Minutes

Level:  Basic to Intermediate

Topics

 y The definition of a “complex” product

 y Features and factors of complex products

 y Making recommendations within the fiduciary standards

 y Questions to ask and factors to be considered when making recommendations

 y Structured products

 y Traditional derivatives

 y Investments in volatility

Fourth Quarter 

IA — Remote Branch Compliance & Supervision

With the onset of the COVID-19 pandemic, remote office locations are a necessary means of doing business. This 
course covers the SEC rules related to compliance obligations of remote office locations for investment advisers and 
investment adviser representatives (IARs).  The course discusses some of high-risk activities known by regulators 
that remote employees present.  It also discusses surveillance and supervisory activities that can help a firm and 
its IARs meet regulatory requirements and prevent violations. The course details the SEC’s account of observations 
made during the 2020 examination of IAs and their remote office activities. Finally, the course discusses ways in 
which policies, procedures, and reports are used to effectively supervise IARs and to create a culture of compliance 
by identifying patterns and trends that pose a risk to the firm and its clients.

Time:  50 Minutes

Level:  Basic to Intermediate

Topics

 y SEC Supervisory requirements for remote offices

 y Required inspections of remote offices

 y Ongoing surveillance of remote offices

 y Regulatory concerns regarding remote offices

 y Best practices learned from COVID
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IA – Outside Business Activities & Personal Trading

Investment adviser representatives enrolled in this course will take away a solid understanding of what is required 
when they get compensated for work outside their investment advisory firm, effect securities transactions away from 
their firm, or invest for their own accounts outside their firm.  The course also provides case studies of individuals 
who failed to adhere to the rules and the disciplinary proceedings brought against them.

Time:  50 Minutes

Level:  Basic to Intermediate

Topics

 y Outside business and personal trading disclosure requirements

 y Defining private securities transactions

 y Personal trading account compliance

 y Personal trading disclosures

 y Scenario case study

IA – AML Red Flags

Investment Advisor – AML Red Flags presumes that the reader has a basic understanding of the anti-money 
laundering requirements under the USA PATRIOT Act of 2001.  The course discusses: the importance of the “know 
your customer” rules in the AML context; important sources for customer due diligence (CDD) and identifying clients 
who may have terrorist ties; and AML red flags that may appear during the account-opening phase. This course 
focuses on red flags during the life of an account — during and after account opening, when depositing and trading 
securities and moving money. 

Time:  50 Minutes

Level:  Basic to Intermediate

Topics

 y Know Your Customer and USA PATRIOT Act requirements

 y FinCEN’s Customer Due Diligence Rule

 y The process for identifying terrorist ties

 y AML red flags during account opening

 y AML red-flag transactions

 y Red flag reporting obligations

 y Case studies
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On Hold
The following courses are currently on hold pending developments resulting from the January 20, 2021 Regulatory 
Freeze Pending Review Memorandum. This Memorandum directs freezing the rulemaking process for any new 
or pending rules until the incoming federal agency heads have had an opportunity to review and approve the 
applicable rulemaking.

DOL Fiduciary

The DOL Fiduciary Standard course will present what it means to be a fiduciary in the eyes of the Department of 
Labor and ERISA. The course lists the top responsibilities of fiduciaries and provides an overview of prohibited 
actions that could result in disciplinary actions.

Time:  50 Minutes

Level:  Basic to Intermediate

Proposed:  TBD upon rule approval 

Topics

IA – Advertising & Solicitation Rule

Investment Adviser — Advertising & Solicitation Rule provides an overview of the Investment Advisers Act of 1940, the 
Advertising and Solicitation Rule, and how it pertains to investment advisers and investment adviser representatives.  
The course delves into interpretive guidance and commentary regarding testimonials (with particular attention to 
social media), past specific recommendations, and performance disclosures. Finally, the course discusses the risks 
and issues associated with Advertising Rule compliance by identifying the most frequent advertising compliance 
issues, including: Misleading performance results, one-on-one presentations and claims of compliance with voluntary 
performance standards; cherry-picked profitable stock selections; misleading selection of recommendations; 
compliance policies and procedures, and misleading use of third-party rankings or awards.  The course aims to assist 
investment advisers in considering whether its advertisements are consistent with the Advertising and Solicitation 
Rule.

Time:  50 Minutes

Level:  Intermediate to Advanced

Proposed:  TBD upon rule approval 

Topics

 y Outline of the DOL fiduciary standard

 y When an adviser or representative is considered a 
fiduciary under the DOL

 y Avoiding fiduciary status

 y Prohibited transactions

 y Case study scenario

 y The Advertising and Solicitation Rule 

 y Recent Rule Amendments to Rule 206(4)-1 and 
Rule 206(4)-3 of the Advisers Act

 y Testimonials

 y Past specific recommendations (PSRs)

 y Performance disclosures

 y Most frequent Advertising Rule compliance issues


